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WClean - a new Smart Toilet

WClean is a new smart toilet concept that combines a bidet and a WC in a single

product.

Years of research and development have made it possible to merge the best Korean

technology with the functionality of many patented extra features and with the elegant

aesthetics that distinguish GSI sanitary ware.

The electronic bidet is the beating heart of WClean, designed to meet the requirements

of both private residences and contracted environments.

A stainless steel nozzle provides intimate hygiene, while drying is performed by a high

e�ciency device.

The “automatic bowl draining” function and the lime scale remover make WClean both

reliable and hygienic.

The smart
toilet
evolution
The suspended sanitary unit is the result
of a long study that led to the creation of a
technically �awless and totally functional
product.
Neutral and spare lines accommodate
di�erent needs in the composition of the
bathroom environment.

Main
features
A new system was developed consisting of

�ve elements: the toilet bowl, the �xing

plate, the electronic bidet, the casing that

contains it and the seat.

26 months of work, 7 teams, 54 people

were involved in the creation of what we

believe is the most functional and hygienic

smart toilet on the market.

A simple product, revolutionary and

particularly sensitive to environmental

impact.

Cleansing
function
Customise your experience with the
possibility of selecting the nozzle position,
adjusting the water pressure and
temperature according to your
preferences.
For optimal feminine hygiene, a gentle
water jet has been developed, ensuring
gentle and thorough cleaning. Full
customisation allows you to �nd the ideal
con�guration for maximum comfort.
The Smart Toilet o�ers two water jet
intensities to suit every need. The warm
air drying function with an air jet
adjustable in temperature and intensity
completes the experience, ensuring well-
being and convenience.

Wide range of finishes

Swirlflush®

Like all GSI sanitary ware, our Smart Toilet features the Swirl�ush® rimless �ush system.
With impeccable water e�ciency, it meets sustainability requirements without
compromising performance.

Discover the product

LED Night
light
A tiny light under the bowl will guide you

to �nd your WClean at night. Choose your

favorite color. 5 colors of intensities, 5

Levels of brightness.

Energy
Saving
Always keep your selected energy saving

option under control.

Anti-lime
function
Deep cleaning thanks to an e�ective

programme for lime scale removal. Uses

the decalcifying liquid Durgol® especially

developed on the basis of water hardness.

Automatic
cleansing of
the nozzle
The nozzle is washed before and after

each use. The nozzle can also be washed

manually or with the dedicated

programme.

Learn more about WClean's technology
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